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MORE CLIPS AND SNIPS -- THE SEARCH FOR THE KILLER PUN
January 24, 1994

Norman A. Levy

Technical innovation is not a quality associated
with The Literary Club over its 145 year history.
However, a minor technical advance did occur in 1892
when the papers, bound into annual volumes, started to
be transcribed in typewritten form rather than in
lovely Spenserian handwritten script. Just about 100
years later a modern sound system was installed in this
very room and each paper is now recur~ed for posterity
on audio tape.
So, availing myself of this new high
te ch capability, I indulged in the Literary Club
version of market research.
Two years
paper entitled
extensions and
new spaper s and
word play, and

ago 1 delivered to this august group a
"Cli ps and Snips." These were
elaborations on headlines fr om
magazines -- an opportunity for rhyming,
evpn some social commentary .

Now, I'm sure that many of you have observed that
th e intensity of re adi ng a paper does not really allow
an accurate appreciation of audience reaction.
with
one's head more or l ess directed downward to the
re ading desk , it is diffic ult to maintain direct eye
contact with the audience.
This can be, however, an
advantage.
It mercifully relieves one of the need to
interpret whether the "heavy lid syndrome" or "chin on
chest" beatitude is u. result of your paper, a heavy
meal, or the general weariness of the day.
In listening to the audio tape replay of your
reactions to "Clips a nd Snips ," it became clear that
this audience has a si ngularly perverse response to
puns.
In a way, this makes perfect sense -- after all,
this is a literary club a nd the audience should enjoy
word play.
However, I was not prepared for the depth
of reaction to particularly egregious puns -- you know,
the overripe, juicy, almost fluorescent kind.
The
sound track revealed an amazing admixture of moans,
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laughter, and even seat shuffling -- an audible
potpourri of disgust and delight, admiration and
alienation.
I t occ urred to me that perhaps there is a
yet undiscovered pun so dreadful, so awesome so
heinously delightful that this audience might be laid
low by its very utterance -- or at least require the
services of the many member physicians always in
attendance of these gatherings.
So, I decided to create a sequel to our first
"Clips and Snips" endeavor.
I adopted a title approach
in the curr ent Hollywood style where an original
offering, such as "star Wars," is followed by a
subsequent title suggesting elaborate possibilities
beyond the original -- "star Wars -- The Empire strikes
Back." So I offer "More Clips and Snips -- The Search
For the Killer Pun. "
I have searched diligently -- perhaps even with
some modest success.
However, you may relax -- you're
in no present danger. The killer pun is illusive and
very, very wile ly -- lurking somewhere in , its
,
linguistic lair -- waiting, growing, glowlng, pulsatlng
with awfulness -- so, the clipping and snipping must go
on.

NEW YORK TIMES - 7(27(93
THE BELEAGUERED DINOSAUR INSTITUTE KEEPS DIGGING
" .. . New T.Rex is found as a dealer fights th~ federal
govern ment ... a we lter of ambiguous an~ sometl~es
conflicting laws and rules on collect~ng fOSSlls has
often placed professional paleontolog 1 7ts and amateur~
,
elationships of questionable legallty ... before t~ls
t~ ~ll sorted out, it's quite likely that the case wlll
end up in the supreme Court ... "
Chipped and chopped
Then shoveled on an
All for science?
All for cash? -- No

from ancient rock
auction block
Well, I doubt it
bones about it
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For even great Jurassic jaws
Cannot protect from arcane laws
Litigation never ceases
So these bones won't rest in pieces
NEWSWEEK - PERSPECTIVE PAGE - 8/30/93
" ... The problem is where to go and folks do need to go
to the toilet on the way up and down ... "
Quote of Kenneth Stuart, a member of a British Mt.
Everest expedition, studying ways to install a public
lavatory on the mountain to alleviate the 'unpleasant
odor' lingering around base camp.
Mt. Everest - coldly majestic
May be less than antiseptic
Mid icy walls and frozen dells
Lurk unexpected fecal smells
When climbing up or down the peak
There comes a time for all to seek
Surcease of sorely urgent kind
Compelling one quickly find
Through glaring ice and snowy plume
A clean Mt. EVerest-room
NEW YORK TIMES - 1/3/94
A VAST NEW SCANDAL IS SHAKING BRAZILIANS'
FAITB IN DEMOCRACY
" ... Rio de Janeiro, January 3 - Jhoao Alves would like
you to believe that he is the world's luckiest man.
To explain how he deposited $1 million dollars in his
bank accounts since 1989, the congressman, whose annual
salary is $84,000 told investigators recently that the
answer was simple.
He had won 24,000 lotteries ... "
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The fickle wheel of fortune spins
And grinds out 20,000 wins
Twirled again by Federal spinners
4,000 times -- all are winners
It's as though a sovereign nation
Repealed laws of permutati on
Then again, this is in Rio
Where you live your life -- con brio
Maybe its an aberration
Or an error in transla tion
Semantics can be reveali ng
What he calls "lu c k" - - I'd call " steali ng"
AD IN BUSINESS SECTION = _NEW YORK

TIM~S

- 7/25/93

TWO BRITISH LOR DSHIPS OF THE 0ANOR FOR SALE
" .. . We are able to offer these two very rare and
valuable British titles for immediate sale.
Included
are the rights as laid down by act of Parliament, and
privileges enabling the purchasers to open many social
and professional doors.
Over 1,000 years old they're
amongst the oldest titles in the world, and offer an
insured investment opportunity ... available to persons
of good standing of an y n a tionality.
The prices o f the
lordships are U.S. dollars 19,850 and U.S. dollars
24,600, inclusi ve of all legal fees and transfer
costs ... "
For nineteen grand and change, in cash
You, too, may don a purple sash
And sashay to some distant shire
As Lord of your petite empire
A thousand years of proud tradition
Can now be yours (less small commission)
A check will do -- if bonafide
(No plastic pleas e , we have our pride) .
Hop a train to rural station
Seek out local transportation
Hail a cabbie -- he'll sound his horn
The Lord is to the Manor borne
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PAGE 771 - AN ENTRY IN THE RANDOM HOUSE DICTIONARY
OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE (THE UNABRIDG ED EDITION)
"Joukahainen - a Lapp magician who tried to kill
Vanamoinen"
I bow my head in heady deference
To this "Joukahianen" reference
The Unabridged has every word
To leave one out would be absurd
For Random House -- loud cheers and claps
The lo ud es t from literate Lapps!
TIlE CINCINNATI ENQUIRER - 7/18/93
CIRCUMCISED FORESKIN USED IN WOYNDS TEST
Research er says tissue better than skin
grafts ... beca u se newborn skin contains fewer cells that
can cause tissue rejection than adult skin, and it
might result in less scarring.
"We are taking things
that ar e thrown away anyway and trying to sa lvage
them ... "
NOW, here'S a new recycl e mode
It' s from the old Mosaic code
What's old is new, what's out is in
How's that for foresight -- and foreskin?
WALL STREET JOURNAL - 12/9/93
WORTH A TRIP:

CUT-RATE DENTURES LEAD TO THE OZARKS

" .. . TherG are those who might consider it odd to travel
4,000 miles for new dentures.
But Charles and Amy
Russell aren't among them.
The Russells live in
Evansvil le , wyoming.
Twice in the past month, they
have made the two-day drive to this little Ozark town
so he could have work done at the Mid-America Dental
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C l in~c, a bi 9 disc ount denture operation here. A
Wyomlng dent lst ha d quoted Mr. Russell a price of more
than $2,000 for new dentures, including related work.
The dentur es here c ame to $335 ... "
To sa ve big ca sh -- just head on South
News tra vel fas t -- by word of mouth
Brand ne w tee th and travel venture
Can be your s with out in-denture
ADVERTI SEMENT -- WALL STREET JOURNAL - 8/23/93
"Call the FBI -- anonymously.
If you suspect money
laundering activities , call th e FBI hotline, in
co n fi dence, 7 days/24 hour s . Collect calls accepted.
( 212) 33 5 - 2700 -- ex tension 2410 ."
If lau ndered dol lars wash on by
Plea se phone yo ur friendly FBI
If th e coin yo u drop sho u ld be suspect
Call anyhow -- just call collect
CINCINNATI ENQUIRER - 2/13/93
FAXES SENT TO GOD DESPITE RABBI'S WAXNING
Jerusalem - hundreds of people have been faxing
messages to God despi te a rabbinical warning that it
does not r eplace prayer, a phone company o fficia l said
Thursday.
" ... We have been receiving betwee n 100 and 200 requests
(a day) t o plant notes to God in the wailing wall since
the service began last month ... "
I wonder -- d oes God truly care
If hailed by elec tron ic prayer?
Is prayer pronounced by huma n lips
Truer th a n fr om comput er chips?
Should one exc lude comp uter hacks
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Who choose to send their prayers by fax?
I'd hope -- as controversy mounts
God feels that its' the thought that counts.
NEW YORK TIMES - 6/4/93
BOSNIANS DIVIDE OVER NEW TALKS TO SPLIT COUNTRY
No wonder this issue cannot be decided
It's futile to split what's already divided
ADVERTISEMENT IN NEW YORK TIMES - 10/8/93
FLY A MiG 29 AT MACH 2.5 IN MOSCOW
" ... You need not be a pilot.
Accompanied by a top
Russian ~AS ~ pilo~ you'll take the controls of the
legendary supersonic fighter with a flight plan you
help design.
Flight packages from $6,000 ... "
Beat swords into plowshares
Prun ing hooks made of spears
And MiGs are for joyrides
Big red stars -- souvenirs
Red Square hosts McDonald's
Where Pepsi now trickles
You get extra french fries
For hammers and sickles
Karl Marx had the insight
So did Engels, his pal
It comes down to the way
You use Das Kapital
NEW YORK TIMES -- OP-ED PAGE - 11/29/ 93
Four major editorials, as follo ws :
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Not bloody enough
About the rise in terrorism ... and the tit-for - tat
murder campaign in Northern Ireland.
Law and politics
About anti-pornography legislation.
Carrot or stick?
About responses to war in the Balkans and the North
Korean nuclear threat.
All the rage
About Lorena Bobbitt and the fantasy o f revenge.
Is this random juxtaposition
Reportage on the world's condition
Coincidence -- or unconscious choice
Or an echo of some inner voice
That speaks of human's deep obsession
with dark and primal, raw aggression
NEW YORK TIMES - 8/29 / 93
Man wearing rabbit disquise holds up convenience store.
The witness's description of a man who robbed a
convenience storG was a bit unusual, but then so was
the robbery.
The man wore a white bunny head with the
face cut out and carried an ax.
There's something essentially funny
In a thief dressed up as a bunny
While the Times is gleefully laughing
The last laugh may be typographing
In the Times you don't frequently see
An odd "Q" masquerading as "G."
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NEW YORK TIMES - 8/27/92
STUDY SAYS BABIES HAVE MATH ABILITY

"At first blush, it seems far-fetched that infants
could recognize simple numbers in math," said Dr. Lewis
Lipsitt, a developmental psychologist, Brown
University.
"But now in view of a number of
corroborating findings, it makes sense."
If you've ever changed a diaper
Then it is hardly news to you
That the tiniest of babies
Knows number One and number Two
WALL STREET JOURNAL
THE PEEK-A-BOO LOOK

G~TS

COLD SHOULDER

FROM SKATING UNION
" .. . The Skating Union ... came up with a stricter code
dictating that skating costumes must be 'mod est ,
dignified, and not too theatrical in nature.'
Outlawed
are too much exposed flesh, 'exc ess ive decoration and
unitards.'
Unofficially, the code is called 'The
Katarina Rule' ... during a skating s how months before
the 1988 Olympics, the voluptuous Ms. witt carne out of
a vigorous camel spin only to discover that she had
also popped out of her plunging neckline."
Be sure to look before you leap
And guard against tight panty creep
Flatten out those pesky bulges
Consider what Spandex divulges
Take care that when you stop your spin
All your buuy parts stay in
Too much flesh -- just isn't nic e
Watch out! -- you're skating on thin lee
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A SIGN PROCLAIMING THE "MAGNA CARTA TEA ROOM" ON A
QUAINT RESTAURANT NEAR THE MONUMENT AT RUNNYMEDE IN
SURREY MARKING THE SPOT WHERE THE MAGNA CARTA WAS
SIGNED IN 1215 A.D.
In 1215 at Runnymede
The Barons forced King John to cede
A Bill o f Rights for gentlemen
An English milest one back then
at 12:15 today in Surrey
The luncheon crowd will skip and scurry
To sip some tea and lift a spoon
In the Magna Carta Room
King John -- yo u've come a long way baby
... Mayb e !
NEW YORK TIMES
WAITEk , A WINE GLASS LIST, PLEASE
"Mr. Riedel, the tenth generation proprietor of
Ri ede lglas of Kufstei n, Austria, designs and produces
different glass es f or different varietals.
'If you use
the wrong shape, it 's like you left half the bottle
behind,' said Mr . Riedel ."
Is this glass too deep or too shallow?
I pond e r ed as I sipped my Gallo!
WALL STREET JOURNAL - 5/29/92
Minor memos:
Princeton economist, Alan Blinder,
s uggests a constitutional amendment requiring school
c hildren to pr ay fo r a balanced budget.
Church and state have separation
In the ethos of our Na tion
For a lik e l y debt solution
We might c h ange our Co n s titution
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Declare all debt a mortal sin
Sit back and watch the bucks roll in
And hear the politicians bray
you have no choice -- you pray -- then pay!
ESQUIRE MAGAZINE - GREAT MOMENTS IN DUBIOUS
IIISTORY - 1975
Albuquerque waiter Shun Hang Fung suffered burns on his
arms, shoulders and upper body when a flaming duck he
was about to serve exploded in his face.
Poor Shun Hang Fung had the foulest luck
He misunderstood when someone yelled, "duck."
ADVERTISEMENT IN CINCINNATI DOWNTOWNER - 3/30/93
PRIVATE SMOKING CLUB AT DEL FRISCO'S
SIX COURSE DINNER EXT~VAGANZA
A selection of the finest handmade cigars and a glass
of port ... after dinner, Harry Garrison, the world's
foremost cigar smoke ring blower will perform.
I'm sorry I passed up this sce ne
Missed the booze and nicot ine
Missed the chance to puff and to [east
wi th the foremost smoke ring artiste
Mi ssed the chance to play my small part
In supporting a dying art
WALL STREET JOURNA L - 3/12/93
ANNUAL LAS VEGAS TRADE SHOW WAS WHERE THE THRIFT
SHOPS GET STUFF IN WHOLESALE LOTS
... This is the place to come for large rubber snakes,
purple hair trolls, novelty condoms, a nd excess Dutch
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civ~l.defense urinals ... ln earlier years, most
exh lbl tors were surplus dealers or liquidators.
Now,
many sell faux surplus designed and manufactured to be
sold through Army/Navy stores.

When it co mes to faux how faux might you get?
Simulated, bogus leatherette?
NEW YORK TIMES -

PIETY ON PARADE :

9/12/93

FASHION SEEKS INSPIRATION

" .. . The fashionable woman is pictured cloaked in a
shroud, shod in high - laced boots worthy of Chaucer's
pilgrims and dr a ped in a clutch of crosses ... Calvin
Klein who pares his models down like initiates to a
couture convent, and whose Eternity Perfume is closed
with a cross-shaped stopper said , "I look at the robes
that are worn by the clergy, the pristine white shirts
that choir boys wear , or the way the Amish dress, and
it all comes together for me."
If you can't live it -- th en wear it
Take up the cross -- you can bear it
Come -- play at the fashion charade
Put your piety on parade.
For Calvin it all comes together
Tunics and shrouds for all weather
Who knows where devotion may start?
We 'r e all Calvinists -- at heart.
SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN - SEPTEMBER,

19~~

", . . Those who adore Brazil nuts have no doubt wondered
why shaking a can of assorted kernels alwa~s.brings the
large ones to the top ... Now a team of P~YS1Clsts from
the University of Chicago reports that lt has
.
discovered a mechanism entirely different from prevlouS
expla nations ... Interest i~ t~e results extends beyond
nut-maven circles. The flndlngs could help the
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pharmaceutical, construction and agriculture
industries ... elucidate the motions of landslides,
avalanches and magnetic flux lines in super
conductors. II
The truth may appear in nutty disguises
When searching for wisdom -- expect some surprises
THE NEW YORKER - SEPTEMBER, 1993
From an article entitled "Ob sessed in Rio -- Fact
Mingles with Fantasy on TV Globo, Where One Soap Opera
Begets a ReaJ-Life Murder -- and Another Helps Bring
Down a President. II
The following is an excerpt of a description of some of
t he key real life players:
" .. . They were simultaneously obsessed with and
paranoically suspicious of each other , and in an
attempt to seal their love in a way that might be truly
binding they had each other's names tattooed on their
persons -- she on her bikini line, and he on his
penis. II
True love is a complex, confounding emotion
Conducive to baroque displays of devotion
Why else would a man take a customized stencil
And tattoo her name on his penile utensil?
In the hope that the sight might unshackle fetters
When exposed (we assume) in upper-case letters.
NEW YORK TIMES - 10/3/93
THE RISE AND

OF CIVILIZATION ACCORDING TO
TAX COLLECTION

~ALL

" . . . The dawn of tax history is recorded on clay tablets
excavated at Lagash, the city state 6,000 years ago in
what is now Iraq.
Little is known about Lagash, except
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that it instituted heavy taxes to fight a war.
war ended, but the tax burden did not lighten.

That

On a tablet, an anonymous citizen had scratched a
complaint:
"You can have a lord, you can have a king,
but the man to fear is the tax collector."
The war may be civil or the war may be Punic
But there's always a hand in your pocket or tunic
NEW YORK TIMES - JUNE, 1993
WHEN MARY IS SIGHTED , A BLESSING HAS ITS BURDENS
"At first blush, a report of a visit fr om the Virgin
Mary sounds like a wonderful event in the life of a
lucal church and its community ... (but) neighbors are
worried about their lawns and property and th e mayor
has said police will turn people away if they perceive
a threat to public safety ... The New Jersey incident is
all following the familiar script .. . The neighbors are
upset, the bishop says don't come, and they'll show up
anyway."
Mary's visit or Turin ' s shroud
Draw the faithful, swell the crowd
But with the crowds come urban pain
Perhaps it's best to pray ... for rain!
TIME MAGAZINE - 9/9[£2
MILESTONES MARRIED : RUTH ELDER, 24 , TRANS-ATLANTIC
AIR PASSENGER AND WALTER CAMP, JR., . .. IN MANHATTAN
It was a simpler Time
That spared the space to cite
As worthy of our notice
This bird's pre-nuptial flight!
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WALL STREET JOURNAL - 6/23/93
THE SCREECH OF TIRES MEANS A TASTY MEAL

FOR THIS RURAL CAFE
Aberdeen, North Carolina -- " . .. They don't get freezer
burn if you leave the fur on," Mr. Squire explains.
His wife glares into the open freezer at the critter,
which looks surprisingly chipper, considering that her
husband has found it dead on the highway.
'Whether you
get it with a gun or Goodyear, it's still the same
meat,' says Mr. Squire."
"One for the road, has new meaning
In this new age form of gleaning
The road-crossing chicken that died
Ma y find itself roasted or fried
As cuisine -- it's simply woeful
More to the point - simply offal
NEW YORK TIMES - 10/4/93
PREGNANT CHEERT.EAPERS BRING TURMOIL

Hempstead, Texas:
" ... A fourth of the school 's 15 cheerleilders were
discovered pregnant this fall ... It also confronted
girls with one of th e harsher facts of life:
football
players do not become pregnant, but cheerleaders do.
No action has been taken agai nst the fathers because
school of fi cials say they have no way of legally
proving who they are ... "
It's say -- now thnt they know the score
There's nothing left wo rth cheering for!
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FLINT, MICHIGAN JOURNAL - 12/5/90
CRATER MAY BE SMOKING GUN IN DINOSAUR'S END
This irritant might even vex
A large Tyrannosaurus Rex
Echoing the painful chorus
Of the sorest Brontosaurus .
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Life in the Troisieme Age
The seventeen-year - old who was stealing my car,
with me in it, said to me, " Just do like we tell you,
Pops , and you won ' t get into no trouble." It wasn't
the banality of the remark, it was being addressed as
"Pops" that annoyed me -- almos t as much as being
forced to drive my own car while an accomplice in the
back seat held a pistol to my neck.
I was only in my
mid forties, after all.
I considered myself to be in
the prime of life and, I said to myself irritably,

